The 1ndividual and Work I believe there is a tendency in discussion to rush to the consideration of solutions of the economic, social and political problems of the day at macro levels, such as national political bargains, or the reform of the machinery of industrial negotiations and conciliation. Any realist must admit that solutions at these levels must be sought. My contribution to the discussion, however, will be to concentrate on solutions at the level of the individual in his working situation and to try to highlight some of the fundamental causes which, at this lowest level, may be the seedbed for much of our industrial strife today.
What is work to man? Before answering that question I must attempt a definition of the word 'work'. I suggest that it may be defined as 'purposeful creative activity'. There are people who say that this is a capacity which distinguishes Homo sapiens from other animals. I do not entirely agree with this view. For me a beaver building his dam, a pair of birds weaving a nest and then feeding their rapacious young are all 'working'. It is a purposeful creative activity, however instinctive. A mule drawing a plough up and down a field all day is certainly also doing workalbeit at the behest of its master -in return for which it gets shelter, food and water.
Humans tend to make confusing contrast between 'work' and 'play'. Does this start at school with the contrast between Latin lessons and games? Yet writing an essay and playing "Requests for reprints may be sent to: Great Chalks, Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex football are both purposeful creative activities and therefore 'work' according to my definition.
There is also a tendency to confine the term 'work' to some activity which is paid for in some way or another (as in the example of the mule).
This idea leads to further mental confusion. Thus a woman who looks after children for wages is 'working', whereas when she carries out the same activity with her own children, for love, she is not. This sort of thinking leads to the connotation that activity should be judged as to its worth in money terms. If it is not highly valued or rewarded then it (and you) border on the worthless. This feeling is one of the hardest things for a man who becomes unemployed in his prime to bear. Man is an active animal. Purposeful creative activity is essential for himfor his psychological wellbeing as well as for his economic and social needs. It is, for example, essential for his self-esteem. Work, whether paid or unpaid, has a value put upon it by his fellows in society and against this he can make some self-evaluation of how well he seems to be doing. It is a fundamental question for an individual to know, 'Is what I am doing worth while?' Plenty of ingenious rationalization is brought to bear to make it seem so because, if it is not, then that perception is extremely deflating to one's self-esteem. Doctors must have seen plenty of the effects of this deflation on the mental and physical health of their patients, and personnel officers have similar experience from their interviewing of employees in their companies.
Let us agree then that work, as defined, is essential to man. It gives him a sense of purpose for his life. It gives him a reference point from which to measure his position in his society. It gives him a bridge across which he can relate to other people. It enables him to rate himself and drive himself, and it provides him with opportunities for creative self-expression and fulfilment -or it should do so. My question today is: does it always do this for those who have to work in industry ?
In the terms of my thesis it is tragic that the time and motion study approach of Taylorism in the machine age, whilst it made tremendous contributions to production efficiencies and to low cost, mass-production methods which have brought manufactured articles within the financial reach of everyone, has at the same time been working against the proper utilization of the personal potential of individual workers in industry. The drive has been to split manufacturing activities into smaller and smaller units or cycle times, and to tie individual workers to timed belts or to routine actions which machines cannot yet perform, or which merely feed machines in their routine and automatic tasks. The individual initiative of a person has been whittled away until he is in many ways little more than a robot in the system. But this robot can still think and can still feel. This robot can go absent, go sick, or rebel. Men and women who, in private life, competently run their households, repair and decorate their homes, and serve on local club or council committees, in their workplace may be confined to completely routinized jobs, tied to a place on a belt or alongside a machine, with little or no opportunity for initiative or even freedom of physical action. Let me give you an example concerning the last point.
In a recent survey of attitudes in a mass production factory in the north-west a significant correlation was found between dissatisfaction and lack of freedom of movement: people such as sweepers and forklift truck drivers, who move about their business at their own volition, were more satisfied with their total work situation than were machine-paced assembly workers tied to a place on the belt. Man is an active animal; quite apart from freedom of physical movement and timing, there are of course the situations of psychological frustration caused by the monotony of jobs to which man's natural ingenuity can no longer be applied, and where skill and judgment have been largely planned out in the interests of uniform consistency. If the Tayloristic movement described above is seen as a stream moving in one direction it must also be recognized that there is another stream running in an opposite direction. Due to a number of causes such as the spread of formal education, increasing prosperity among the mass of the population, and perhaps above all to the educational effects of the new mass media, changes are taking place in our society. These are in the direction ofmore freedom for the individual, less strict discipline and more questioning of authority wherever it may be found. In particular, we see the abandonment by the younger generations of many of the long-held norms of the older generations of the population, and their replacement by different norms. Amongst these new norms is a great concern for individuality, 'doing your thing', for creating openness between people, and a distrust of what are seen as the former materialistic values in society. There is also a greater sense of the power of freedom of choice, less loyalty to the company, less concern about long service and its security, and a greater tendency to move on if the company is not providing the right opportunities. So our young people are developing freedoms of behaviour which we did not possess, at a time when the machine age and mass production is creating within industry conditions which work in an opposite direction.
It is again a paradox that, at the very time when people are becoming more interested in interpersonal relations in their work-places, and in good communications across old boundaries of sex, creed or class, the march of science has so speeded up the methods of formal communication (I only have to mention the computer as an example) that it is becoming technically possible to control ever larger industrial units and empires. This increase of unit size leads to widening distances between top managements and the work floor or desk, to lack of personal contact and thus to misunderstandings and alienation. We have not yet learned how to govern the larger units which are now possible in such a way that the individual person can feel that he is part of the process, and in a position to bring his influence to bear on the decisions which vitally affect him at work.
Another area affecting the individual in which industry in this country is behind the times is the area of distinctions which are based on some class rather than on a functional valuation. The most often quoted example is that of the skilled blue collar worker with two daughters of equivalent educational level. One goes to work as an assembly worker in the same factory as her father and the other enters the clerical office of the factory. The conditions of work, in terms of hours, holidays, notice, method and time of payment, treatment when sick, or guarantees in the case of lay-off, can be different for each of the members of that family, not on the basis of the evaluation of their present work, but on old out-of-date bases stemming from blue-collar/white-collar situations and privileges in the past. At a time when behaviour outside the factory is loosening up and class distinctions are being eroded, I shall assume, until it is proved to the contrary, that outmoded distinctions living on inside the factory or office may be a source of dissatisfaction and conflict.
It is really amazing that in our genuine search for increased efficiency and improved productivity we have concentrated on mechanization, automation and method, and have given so little thought to the mental and psychological needs of employees. The enormous potential and energy which exists in ordinary people as individuals and when working in groups, if they are motivated to develop it and are able to develop it, remains largely untapped. The consequence of this is an enormous waste of human resources. Intelligent and ingenious Homo sapiens can find himself tied for eight hours a day, for a fortyhour week or more, month in and month out, to jobs that are repetitive, monotonous, boring and that are allocated to him by a bureaucratic system which does not trust him, does not consult him, and does not give him any credit for thought or interest. This treatment can make him feel that he is but a cog with a number stamped on it in the employer's machine.
Of course, generalizations are dangerous. Not every man or woman wishes to make decisions or to use initiative. Not all companies act like this. Many other qualifications can be made. Nevertheless, I submit that in the greater part of industry and particularly in the larger units, whether we like it or not, the situation of the individual person is such as to create a great deal of dissatisfaction and to encourage alienation. By alienation I mean feelings of powerlessness, of meaninglessness, of isolation and self-estrangement or zombie-like detachment. It is therefore not surprising that in otherwise seemingly wellregulated establishments, and often in well-paid areas, industrial conflict is seen to flourish. There are now many recorded well-run surveys and research projects to show us, as Maslow and Herzberg have done, that adequate pay, security, comfortable surroundings and other fringe benefits, whilst causing dissatisfaction if they are not right, when they are adequate do not suffice to satisfy the individual or prevent depression in his working situation. The potent motivating factors are: the opportunity to perform well at his work; the opportunity to contribute something personal to his work; and the opportunity for personal growth in competence. These are the factors which concern a person's self-respect, factors which are included in my definition of work as being purposeful creative activity.
Something can be done about this, of course, and a number of companies are experimenting in the areas of work design, ofjob enrichment and job enlargement, small autonomous group working, and increased participation in work planning and work methods. I have had some acquaintance with experiments of this nature and will refer briefly to two by way of illustration. In a factory in Scotland fan heaters, which were made by a group of girls performing different assembly functions in sequence along a moving belt, are now also being made by a group of girls each of whom assembles a complete apparatus on her own. The choice of method is voluntary. Not all girls wish to go off the belt. Where they do the girls appreciate the feeling of responsibility and creativeness which they now enjoy in making a complete article. In another factory in Lancashire, which is concerned with valve making, an autonomous group has been formed in which the girls arrange their own work organization, production procedures and disciplinary controls. Indices such as absenteeism and time-keeping have to be monitored in such experiments, as do the production efficiencies, which have to be compared with the old system.
As the object of this discussion is diagnostic, to consider the psychological aspects of conflict in industrial society, I shall concentrate on the situation in which many individuals find themselves today, in much of industry as at present organized. I suggest that alienation may be a key cause of conflict. Let us take as an example the case of a factory or business which happens to be going through a bad time and is struggling for survival. Individuals who, by reason of their working situations are encouraged and able to identify with the organization of which they are a part, and who can understand the situation which it is in, will be less likely to pursue a costly wage claim or to reject a necessary reorganization. But individuals who, through a combination of the circumstances I have outlined, have become alienated will adopt a completely different attitude. The fate of the organization leaves them cold. They 'could not care less', to use that devastating phrase, even if disaster to the organization means that they lose their job -'that job? what job?'. They are being totally unreasonable, we say. Reason does not come into it; their psychological state can be the product of their situation, and conflict can be their reaction.
